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The n1eeting was called to order at 3.15 p.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 50: UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AHD HORICS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN 
THE NEAR EAST (continued) (A/34/13, A/34/480, A/34/517, A/34/518, A/34/549, 
A/34/567; A/SPC/34/L.3, A/SPC/34/L.4). 

l. The CHAIRMAIJ drevr the Committee 1 s attention to draft resolution A/SPC/34/L.4, 
which was sponsored by the following delegations: Austria, Belgium, Canada, 
Denmark, Finland, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, India, Indonesia, Ireland, 
Italy, Japan, Malaysia, Netherlands, Norway and Sueden. 

2. Mr. DOLLING (Svreden), introducing draft resolution A/SPC/34/L.4 on behalf of 
the co-sponsors, said that it vras designed to enable the Commissioner-General of 
UNRhTA to continue to provide emergency, temporary humanitarian assistance to 
persons displaced and in serious need of continued assistance as a result of the 
June 1967 hostilities and hence not covered by UNRVTA' s original mandate. The 
sponsors hoped that, as in the past, the draft resolution would be adopted by 
consensus. 

3 · Mr. FADHLI (Democratic Yemen) said that the situaticn of the Palestinian 
refugees was deteriorating as a result of their long residence in the camps and the 
uncertainty of continued educational assistance for their children. Since the 
increased number of refugees, the deterioration in their situation and the 
increased financial burden on TJJITRHA were primarily due to continued Zionist 
aggression against the Palestinian people, UNR\1A' s problem could be solved by 
concerted efforts on the part of the United Nations to deal with its causes, 
namely the Zionist occupation of Palestine, the steady expulsion of the Palestinian 
people from their homeland and the settlement of Jews in their place. 

4. The tragedy had been aggravated by the material, military and political 
support given to the Zionist State by the imperialist countries. The Government of 
the United States, for example, was providing Israel with sophisticated weapons and 
economic support in excess of :~2 ,000 million per annum and Zionist organizations 
in the United States were granted tax relief on large amounts of aid supplied to 
Israel and which constituted 11 compulsory assistance" from the American people and 
implied acceptance of Zionist aggression and occupation and of the expulsion of the 
Palestinian people. Efforts to achieve peace and the continued provision of meagre 
financial support for UNRHA were only a manifestation of the guilt complex of the 
imperialist countries. The Camp David accords were counter-productive since they 
intensified the predicament and increased the numbers of Palestinian refugees and 
gave Israel an opportunity to attack the refugee camps in the Arab host countries 
and to expropriate Palestinian lands for Jewish settlement. The refugee problem 
should be solved by giving full recognition to the right of the Palestinian people 
to return to their homeland, to recover their lands, to achieve self-determination 
and to establish an independent national State under the leadership of the 
Palestine Liberation Organization. 
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(Mr. Fadhli, Democratic Yemen) 

5. He hoped that the dispersion of the UHRVTA offices -vras only a temporary measure 
and thought that the headquarters of UNRHA should be in Beirut. Although the prime 
responsibility for the tragedy lay with those countries -vrhich had assisted the 
Zionist State, he hoped that all countries would contribute to the solution of the 
problem. 

6. JY1r. KORVENHEiriO (Finland) expressed appreciation for the -vrork done by UNRHA 
and the Harking Group on the Financing of U:NRHA, and also by the former and current 
Commissioners-General. His delegation attached great importanc0 to the humanitarian 
work carried out by UNR\JA for the benefit of persons displaced from Palestine, and 
regretted that a universally acceptable solution to the plight of those refugees 
had still to be achieved. Although UNRHA 1 s work could not be a substitute for a 
firm and lasting peace in the r1iddle East, he hoped that it would facilitate the 
process leading to a political settlement in the region. 

7. UNRWA 1 s financial situation had been far from satisfactory and although it was 
now somewhat improved, he believed that UNRHA would be unable to maintain its 
current level of assistance unless the financing of its operations -vms established 
on a broader and sounder basis -vrithin the international community. His o-vm country 
had assisted UNRWA by both regular and special contributions and would continue to 
do so in the coming year. 

8. r.Jr. MANSOURI (Syrian Arab Republic) praised the spirit of responsibility in 
which Hr. Rydbeck, the new Commissioner-General of UNR\\TA, had endeavoured to meet 
the problems and, in particular, the financial crisis facing UNR\JA. The report 
contained in document A/34/13 was not, however, essentially different from previous 
reports submitted annually to the United Nations since the establishment of UNRHA 
in 1950. 

9. The Commissioner-General had indicated that "UNR\JA was created to serve the 
needs of the Palestinian refugees displaced by the fighting in Palestine in 194811 

(para. 2 of the report) and that the number of refugees registered with the Agency 
on 30 June 1979 -vras 1,800,000 (para. 101). As stated in Table 3 of the annex to 
the report, that number was constantly increasing and, in any event, represented 
only part of the total number of displaced Palestinians. Although UNRWA had for 
30 years been attempting to mal<::e limited provision for the basic needs of less than 
half of the Palestinian people, the United Nations must find a way to correct the 
mistakes of the past by helping to enable the Palestinian people as a whole to 
recover their legitimate rights as recognized in resolution 3236 (XXIX). As stated 
in paragraph 7 of the report, the issue was not merely a question of refugees, 
-vrhich the Agency -vmuld not, in any case, be able to solve. It was rather a question 
of a people who had been displaced by strangers from various parts of the world. 
The Palestinian people 1 s right of return was a sacred right repeatedly aclmowledged 
by the General Assembly since the adoption of resolution 194 (III). As a first 
step to-vrards the achievement of peace in the Middle East, the Palestinian people 
must be enabled to exercise their right to self-determination in their homeland. 
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10. The report of the Commissioner-General painted a somewhat pessimistic picture 
of UNRHA 1 s financial situation. Paragraph 19 stated that the Agency anticipated 
enterir.g 1980 vrith a deficit of $52 million and, according to paragraph 175, there 
was already a deficit of $28 million at the time the report was prepared. Reference 
had also been made to the reduction of rations to an unacceptably lmr level and to 
the threatened closure of the Agency's preparatory sc110ols in 1980 (paras. 18, 20 
and 21). He expressed surprise that they vrere being threatened vrith closure at a 
time vrhen the 1vorld vras celebrating the International Year of the Child and calling 
for greater concern for children 1 s education. Paragraph 10 of the report of the 
\larking Group on the Financing of ill~RHA (A/34/567) confirmed that pessimistic outlool-;_ 
in regard to the reduction of the flour component and the suspension of the 
preparatory education cycle at the end of July 1980. 

11. Serious efforts should be made to overcome the Agency's financial cr1s1s 
because it could have very serious implications, as indicated in paragraph 23 of 
the report of the \.rorldng Group. He drevr attention to the appeal made by the 
Commissioner-General and the Harking Group for increased contributions to enable 
the Agency to provide effectin~ 5crvices. 

12. Syria had been providing direct assistance to the Palestinian refugees, as 
mentioned in Table 18 of the annex to the report of the Commissioner-General. He 
quoted amounts that his country had spent on primary, preparatory, secondary, 
technical and university education and on social and health services for 
Palestinians and expressed the view that countries which were spending hundreds of 
millions of dollars in economic and military assistance for Israel should not be 
incapable of providing a few million dollars to help UNRWA overcone its financial 
crisis and continue its humanitariqn work. 

13. He repeated the need expressed the previous year by several delegations that 
the headquarters of UNRHA should be moved back to its area of operations, as called 
for in General Assembly resolution 33/112/A and noted that no provision had been 
made for that move in the budgetary estimates for the coming year contained in the 
report of the Commissioner-General. He wondered if the Agency seriously intended 
to implement that resolution and consolidate its main offices in the area of 
operations. 

14. Mr. LIEVANO (Colombia) congratulated UNRHA on the worh: it had done in the past 
year and on the fact that, although it derived no benefit from the vast resources 
spent on weapons and war-mongering in the Middle East, it had managed to alleviate 
the misery of those 1-rho were forced against their vrill to live in refugee camps and 
had provided education to nevr generations Gf Palestinians, who 1vere the human 
resources vital to the building of a future Palestinian State. 

15. The problem of the Palestinian refugees was not a short-term problem and the 
assistance given by UHRWA only temporarily alleviated their situation. The United 
Nations must strike at the roots of the problem, namely the conquest and military 
occupation of Palestinian lands. The Palestinians had inhabited those lands since 
time immemorial. Over the centuries, they had suffered invasion and conquest but 
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had shmm that they could live in harmony 1vith other peoples and races until they 
were assimilated. It would be no more than historic justice if the United Nations 
-vrere to resolve the Palestinian problem as it had resolved the problem of Israel, 

16. Until there -vras justice for the Palestinians, there could be no peace in the 
Hiddle East. The Middle East had a long history of invasion and conquest as a zone 
of special strategic importance, and even more so now as an area rich in the natural 
resources vital to the maintenance of a highly developed civilization. Its 
conQuerors had learned, however, that the inhabitants of the region could fight 
back with unsurpassed bravery, and it was therefore imperative that the legitimate 
representatives of the Palestinian people should be invited to occupy a seat at the 
negotiating table. 

17. His country recognized the full right of the Palestinian people to return to 
the lands of their birth and their right to request restitution of their lands and 
property and compensation for the material damage 1vhich they had suffered, just as 
the Nazis had been forced to pay reparations after the Second Horld \Jar. His 
Government also urged an end to the policy of constantly uprooting the refugees and 
moving them from one place to another and, to that end, called on the parties to 
the conflict to ensure that the refugee camps received decent treatment and ~Vere 
declared demilitarized zones of peace. 

18. His delegation believed that UNRHA must continue to function as long as the 
present critical situation prevailed in the region, and supported the request that 
its Headquarters be returned to Beirut. It also welcomed and reiterated the 
request of the Secretary-General ru1d the Commissioner-General that a genuine 
international awareness of the humanitarian nature of the problem of the Palestinian 
refugees must be created. 

19. The Agency's economic situation was in jeopardy because of increased costs and 
increased needs. It could not continue its policy of cutting back on programmes and 
the international community must help it to fulfil its humanitarian tas11"., All that 
-vras reC}uired to solve the Palestinian problem uas goodwill on the part of certain 
States. Palestine could not simply be eliminated by dispersing its people and 
reducing them to the level of second-class citizens. The international community 
would not accept solutions Hhich denied the Palestinians their right to exercise 
sovereignty over their own land. Once a solution Has found to the problem of the 
Middle East, and in particular, the problem of the Palestinian people, which 
reflected the spirit and the letter of the Charter, there -vmuld r.o lcr.s~r le a need 
to discuss the situation of the refugees from that region. 

v 
20. Mr, PETNICKI (Yugoslavia) paid a tribute to the work done by UNRVJA under very 
trying circumstances, to the selfless efforts and skilled leadership of the former 
Commissioner-General and to the dynamic leadership offered by his successor. 

21. The problem of Palestine refugees had been with the United Nations for more 
than three decades, It was a story of human tragedy, of people forcibly uprooted 
and dispersed, of 1,8 million people made homeless, not to mention all the other 
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Palestinians dispersed around the vrorld, of more than 200,000 persons displaced 
during the June 1967 vrar and 50,000 refugees displaced from their camps and other 
places of residence along with thousands of Lebanese following Israel's recent 
attacks on southern Lebanon in which vast material damage had been inflicted and 
school programrnes disrupted. 

22. In all those years, UNTI\JA had provided basic services to the Palestine refugees 
against tremendous odds. It was regrettable therefore that the basic rations of 
some 830,000 refugees had had to be cut mring to financial difficulties, although 
his delegation commended the Agency's decision to maintain the original 10-kilogram 
flour ration for families of refugees vrith no means of support. The Agency had 
also done a wonderful job in providing health services to 1.5 million refugees, 
particularly in the form of preventive medical services and supplementary food for 
more than 100,000 refugees in vulnerable categories. His delegation welcomed the 
fact that the llgency' s relief and health programmes would not be subject to any 
further cuts. 

23. UNRHA had rightly concentrated its attention on the education programme, 
devoting to it 55.5 per cent of its resources. Education was vital in training 
young Palestinians for the roles that they would one day play in the life of their 
people. Almost 320,000 children had been given elementary and preparatory 
education and secondary schooling and university studies had been subsidized. It 
was to be deplored that the lm·rer secondary cycle of education had been jeopardized 
by lack of funds, and his delegation vrelcomed the nevrs that additional contributions 
had enabled the Agency to finance that cycle until the end of 1979. Discontinuance 
of the preparatory cycle would mean depriving 93,000 children of schooling and 
350,000 teachers and other educational staff of employment. Such a situation would 
be fraught with very serious political consequences uhich might imperil the 
Agency's over-all activities. 

24. His delegation uelcomed the Commissioner-General's readiness to discuss the 
question of UNRHA Headquarters with the Governments concerned, and believed that 
Beirut vrould be the most logical location, once circumstances permitted. 

25. According to the report contained in document A/34/13, the Agency faced a 
deficit of over ~i23 million in its current budget of ~pl67 million, which would be 
covered by a reduction in expenditures. The prospects for 1980 were if anything 
still more somber, vrith a projected C.E<ficit of $50 million. His delegation was 
gratified that, in the circumstances, the Commissioner-General had decided to 
reduce budget expenditures and establish a list of suspended expenditures equal to 
the deficit, which could only be approved if additional income was pledged, rather 
than continue to provide services until the Agency went bankrupt. It agreed vith 
him, however, that only substantially increased income would save the Agency from 
the cruel dilemma of choosing betvreen those two alternatives, and hoped that Hember 
States would make adequate contributions to enable the Agency to overcome its 
present difficulties. 
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26. His cou.."1try had been supporting the Agency's programmes since the outset and 
would continue to do so in the future. In addition, it had been providing direct 
assistance to Palestine refugees through bilateral channels, particularly in the 
form of material aid and scholarships for study at Yugoslav universities. 

27. Pending a final settlement of the Middle East crisis, it 1-ras absolutely 
indispensable that the Agency continue its activiti2s at levels commensurate uith 
the gravity of the situation. Any further reduction in its services 1vould have 
serious implications for the refugees, the host countries and the prospects for a 
lasting peace in the Biddle East. The question of Palestine refugees vras not merely 
a humanitarian problem but a serious political problem which was at the core of the 
Middle East crisis and could ultimately be resolved only within the context of a 
comprehensive settlement of that crisis based on the follo·Hing fundamental 
principles: Israel must -viithdrmr from all Palestinian and other Arab territories 
occupied in the 1967 var; the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people to 
self-determination, to return to their homeland, to independence and to their mm 
State must be recognized, and the Palestine Liberation Organization must be 
recognized as their only legitimate representative. Only a lasting, just and 
comprehensive settlement could ensure peace and security for all the countries in 
the Middle East and the inviolability of their borders. 

28. Hr. Figueroa (Argentina) took the Chair. 

29. Hr. BARABONERANA (Burundi) said that the question of the United Nations Relief 
and Harks Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East inevitably evoked the entire 
Middle East problem, the problem of a people which the international community had 
sacrificed for the benefit of another andvhich the resulting hostilities had forced 
to live in exile ever since. The establishment of UNRHA had been an undeniably 
important step towards helping to resolve that potentially explosive situation, but 
the international community must also assume its responsibility for the restoration 
of the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, in particular their right to an 
independent homeland. In that connexion, it should continue to demonstrate active 
solidarity -vrith the Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole representative of thP 
Palestinian people. 

30. The information presented in the report of the Conmissioner-General contained 
in document A/34/13 deserved special attention, in particular the Commissioner
General's conclusion in paragraph 33, which was a cause for serious concern. No one 
doubted the need for the generous services UNR\lA rendered to the Palestinian 
refugees; those services must be encouraged and the number of obstacles in UHRvTA' s 
path must be reduced. Accordingly, the Agency must have financial support. 

31. The international community was seriously concerned not only vrith the fate of 
the Palestinian people, but with the Middle East crisis as a whole. Burundi carried 
out its obligations in that respect, and its position -vras unambiguous: if the 
problem uas to be solved, all the parties involved in the conflict must be brought 
tog,-thcr in the ouest for an ?quitable solutioD. His country annrociated tn.,~ pfforts 
of all tLos,~ vho -vrere seekin~ to t'linirJltc tho threat of •mr, and, in th~1t connexion, 
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he cited part of the statement made by the President of the Republic of Burundi 
before the ninth plenary meeting of the General Assembly on 26 September 1979 
(A/34/PV.9, pp. 13-15). 

32. Since the Camp David agreements and the Israeli-Egyptian peace treaty had not 
restored peace, the international community's moral and material support for UNRHA 
vas essential. 

33. Mr. SUV70NDO (Indonesia) pointed out that, although UNRVlA had been established 
as a temporary agency, it had provided uninterrupted emergency humanitarian 
assistance to almost tvro million refugees for more than 30 years. Hm-rever, the 
political aspects of the refugee problem must also be taken into account, and a 
solution could only be found through the full restoration of the inalienable rights 
of the Palestinian people, including their right to return to their homeland and to 
self-determination and independence. 

34. By scrupulously avoiding political involvement and by carrying out its 
activities impartially, UNRWA had earned the gratitude not only of the refugees, 
but of the internaJv :_anal community as vrell. In his delegation 1 s opinion, UNR\,JA -vras 
no1-r faced 1dth three problems, namely, its perennial financial difficulties, the 
situation in southern Lebanon and the consolidation of its headquarters. As 
paragraph 18 of the report of the Commissioner-General indicated, its financial 
position and prospects had continued to deteriorate, thus demonstrating once again 
the need for more adequate methods of financing. The international community must 
find a solution that vrould ensure adequate resources for its operations and thus 
avoid any cut-back in services, or, -vmrse still, the termination of its operations. 
Should that occur, the education programme, ,,rhich many refugees regarded as vital 
for their future, vrould be most severely affected and, as the report vrarned, such a 
move vrould be regarded as an attempt by the international community to abandon the 
Palestinian people. Therefore, his delegation regarded the services of UNRHA as 
extremely important and felt that they should be continued until a just and lasting 
peace had been established in the Hiddle East. In that connexion, his country 
endorsed the recommendation of the Chairman of the Advisory Commission cf UHRWA that 
the VJorking Group on the Financing of UNRUA should examine the Agency's financial 
deficit and recommend measures to increase contributions. 

35. As the report indicated, UNRVIA operations had been interrupted by unprovoked 
Israeli military operations in southern Lebanon; the situation in the occupied 
territories vras no better. The situation in Lebanon had compelled UNRHA to transfer 
its headquarters to Vienna and Amman, and the fact that a major part of its 
headquarters still lay outside its area of operations greatly affected the Agency's 
operating efficiency. 

36. In conclusion, he pledged his delegation's co-operation to the nevr Commissioner
General and his staff in the difficult tasks ahead. UNRHA had al1-rays responded 
pragmatically to the demands made vrithin the constraints imposed on it, and such a 
unique agency deserved the support and appreciation of the United Nations. 
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37. I1r. SIDDIQI (Bangladesh) said that the report of the Commissioner-General 
clearly reflected the failure of ~ember States to r€spcr.d to the crisis facing the 
Palestinian refugees and to appreciate its political and humanitarian dimensions. 
It was a crisis for which the United Nations 1vas directly responsible. The report 
also underscored the immensity of UNRVIA 1 s task uhich it was forced to carry out 
under such binding administrative, financial and political constraints that not 
only 1-ras its effectiveness curtailed, but its very survival was challenged, year 
after year. In that connexion, he referred to the expected deficit of nearly 
~52 million in the Agency's 1980 budget, the anticipated cutbacl;:s - some of -vrhich 
had already been effected - or, as the only alternative, the cessation of all 
operations until additional income was forthcoming. In addition to those obstacles, 
ill'JRHA had to cope with Israel's attacks on the Palestinians in Lebanon, which had 
resulted in widespread damage and in the massive displacement of people. Unrest in 
the occupied territories,fueled by the establishment of Israeli settlements, and 
the continued dispersion of the Agency's offices further undermined its 
effectiveness. 

38. Any further elimination of operations or reduction in UNRVJA 1 s budget "l·rould 
have adverse repercussions among the Palestinian refugee population, affecting 
public safety and political stability in the area and heightening the refugees 1 

humanitarian plight. Above all, it would confirm their opinion that they were 
beins abandoned by the United Nations. 

39. It vras especially important to maintain the educational content of the Agency's 
programme at all levels and to continue to increase opportunities for the 
Palestinians through special allocations, grants and scholarships for higher 
education. In the administrative context, the Commissioner-General must envisage 
renewed efforts with a view to consolidating the Agency's headquarters in its area 
of operations. The General Assembly must therefore take action to remedy those 
problems, and the international community must respond willingly and openly to 
appeals for larger voluntary contributions. 

40. In the final analysis, the solution of the problem depended on universal 
recognition that there could be no peace in the area until the Palestinian people 
-vrere able to exercise their right to self-determination and their right to return to 
their homeland. Paragraph 11 of General Assembly resolution 194 (III) of 
ll December 1948, which asserted the inalienable ri~hts of the Palestinian refugees 
to return to their homes or to compensation, must therefore be implemented. 
Ironically, after three decades of discussion, the United Nations had not been able 
to effect the repatriation of a single refugee, and the tragedy of 1948 had been 
com:r;c'-r.C.cd by cnother rr:assivc displc.CE:ment of Palestinians in 1967. Today the 
Palestinians were not only uprooted and dispersed, but also artifically di~ided 
into those living within the illegally occupied territorit:s, those categorized as 
pre-1948 refugees or :post-1967 refugees and those vho did not fall into any 
category. Moreover, for 30 years, the Palestinian people have been denied their 
basic human and inalienable national rights. 
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41. Eangladesh' s consistent and unequivocal position en that problem, which lay at 
the heart of the Hiddle East crisis, vras that there could only be a comprehensive 
solution based on the following principles: the complete withdrawal of Israel from 
all the Arab territories occupied in 1967; the exercise by the Palestinian people, 
under the leadership of their sole le~itimate representative, the Palestine 
Liberation Or8anization, of their inalienable right to self-determination and to 
the establishment of an independent State; and the right of all Palestinians to 
repatriation or compensation. 

42. The CFAIRr.'IAN announced that the Committee l:ad received two additional draft 
resolutions, -vrhich -vrould be circulated as documents A/SPC/34 /1. 5 and A/SPC/34 /1. 6. 
Since the general debate on agenda item 50 was scheduled to end on 25 October, with 
voting on 26 October, he asked members to submit any additional draft resolutions 
no later than 24 October in order to allo-vr time for the submission of statements of 
financial implications before the voting began. 

The meeting rose at 4.25 p.m. 


